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ABSTRACT 

Photoproduction cross sections for neutral pi, eta, rho 

and phi mesons have been measured at the Stanford Linear 

Accelerator Center for photon energies between 5 and 17.5 CeV, and 

t (four-momentum transfer squared) bet\,Jcen -.12 and -1.4 (GeVlc) 
2 

using a missin;: mass technique. 

The pion production at lower energies is characterize:1 by 

a fast fall off with increasing ItI at small ItI values, with a 

“dip” at t = -.5 (GeV/c12 followed by a secondary maximum around 

t = -. 9 (GeV/c12 and a smooth fall oFf at larger ItI values. As 

the incident photon energy Increases the dip becomes less 

pronounced, in contradiction to the expectations of sii:lple Regge 

theories based only on the exchange of the or;lep,a and 3 

trajectories. 

Eta photoproduction was measured around 6 GeV and at 

9 GeV. The cross section decreases smoothly with t and sho\\~s no 

dip at t = -.5 (GeV/c12, in disagreement with predictions baseil on 

Rogge i zcd rho exchange. 

Rho production rates a;7rce well with predictions assu;:iinI: 

diffraction pro4uction. The differential cross section varies 

approxiInatcly as exp(8.5t). The total cross sect ion Liecraases 

from 16.0 pbsrn at 5.‘5 GcV to 12.3 pbarn at 17.: GeV incillcnt 

photon ener,?;y. A quai-!; model relation bct?Jeen A-P elastic 
. 

scat tc r i n.9 an4 rho pho topro:luc t i on ;:ives a good representation of 

the data. 

Phi production also appears consistent \~itll the 

predictions of the diffraction dissociation model, 
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me also searched for evidence of photoprofluction OF other 

particles wit11 mass up to 2 GeV. Production of one particle of 

mass (12110 + 20) ileV and width around 100 :lcV WJS observe:!. !I0 

particles with mass between 1300 and 2000 IicV were found. Any 

particle with cross section larger than [IF; of the rho cross 

section would have been visible., 

I ‘. I NTRODUCT I ON 

In this experiment we have cx ten*Ie -I prcv i ous r!a ta on 

neutral ;neson photoproduction cross sections to higher ener::ies 

and a broader range of four ~lO~!leIltUlil transfers. The cxperii,lent 

was carried out at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 

(S.L.A.C.1 using the S.L./\.C. 1.6 GeV/c spectro,;,lcter as a missinr: 

mass spectrometer. Sortie prel il,linary results of this experimnt 

have al ready been pub1 i shed (11, 

Earl ier measurei;lents have been ;lla:i!d on forward neutral 

pion photoproduction by /:roui-,s at D.E.S.Y.(2) an3 at C,E.,1.(3) irl 

the photon energy range fro,:1 2 GcV to 5.3 GeV. Thei r rcsul ts 

showe&i J pronounced d i p i 11 the cross sect i OilS if t n val ue 0-f t!-ic 

foilr-l.loi:ic-!ntu,.i transfer squarce;j t = -.5 (GcV/c)*. iI> c rce /IaS hoen 

consillersble speculation on v/hat the for7 of the energ dcpen:Irlrccc 

for this pt-occss wou1.1 I)e et hi:;her erlcrJ;i:?s(4)(5). Tl~c earlier 

data coul .1 be tJt7iICrSti)u~i \!i tll i n t!ic frsl,;,:::;)r:; fsf a convent i renal 

o~TlclT,a trajectories ;/et-c si:,li lnr, it ~!ns tllcn cxpecte.! tli,7t t!lc 
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neutral pion photop.roduction cross section would be similar to the 

n- +P+Yc 
0 

+ N charge-exchange cross section, w!:ere only t-F13 

exchnnze is permitted, i .e., that the cross section for neutral 

pion photoproduction kroulA show both a shrinking of the for:mrc! 
2 

peak with increasing energy and a sharp dip at t = -.5 (se\f/c) . 

Our data extend to photon energies of 15 GeV and appear to be in 

disa,=ree!nent v;i th these predictions. 

WC have also ;;leasured eta phG;opro:iuction around 6 GeV 

and at 9 GeV. Loi.der energy data(G.1 covering a sizlilar range in t 

exist fro;3 experiinents at the C.E.;‘!. The results are mainly 

2 
interesting for their behavior near t = -.5 (GeV/c) . In 

conventional Rcgge theory the process is expected to have a lar,:e 

contribution fro;!1 rho meson oxchanze and therefore i t shoul !-I SC:OVJ 

a sharp dip at t = -.5 (Ce\//c> 2 . Ilo such d i p is o$serve$:!. 

Our i;ieasure;wnts of iEUtrFI1 rho photo?roduction zxten:l to 

hi ghcr energies than previous data(7)(S)(9)(1S). The results of 

these experiments at lower energies have been successfully 

cxpl a i ned in the f rar:ie\;ork of the vector meson dolninance theory. 

Actorrlirlg to this theory the cross section for photopro,-luction of 

a vector meson V 
0 shoulii be proJortiona1 at hish encrzies to the 

cross section for the elastic scattering of transversely i>olarizcd 

vector mesons f rem hydrogen, i.e. 

g(y + p +v” + p) = ; s $votr + p + votr + PI, ( ) (1.1) 

YV 
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where 01 = 19137 and yV describes the couplin:: of a virtual vector 

meson to a real photon. On the basis of a broken SU(3) quark 

model (111, the cross sectlon for the elastic-scattering process 

PO + P-3 p” + P is given by: 

(1.2) 

These relations are well satisfied for neutral rho photopro3uction 

over the whole kinematic range covered in this experiment. 

Previous to this experiment little experimental data was 

available on the photoproduction of the phi meson(C)(12). Phi 

product ion, t bough sma 1 1, should be largely diffractive. The 

results of this experilaent in the energy range between 6 and 

18 GeV support this assertion. The t dependence of the cross 

section is again reproduced with a broken SU(3) quark model 

prediction (11)(13). 

No previous firm observations(l4) have been made on the 

photoproduction of higher mass mesons at high energies. Ile 

observed the production of a meson in the mass region around 

1240 !lcV, tentatively identified with the 3 meson. vie searched 

for vector meson prodyction in the region of masses 1.3 GeV to 

2 GeV, and might have expected to obszrve the p = l-’ “dau%hter” 

to ttle rho meson around 1500 t,lcV. IJo such r;lcson wits found. 

II. EXPERI;~IEfJT AiJD APPAMTUS~ 

A. Experimental ;\rran~eliznt -- 

The experllncnt was carried out at the Stanfor:i Linear 
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Accelerator Center. The layout of the experiment Is shown In 

Fig. 1. The momentum analyzed electron beam was focusscd onto an 

aluminum radiator, . 03 radiation lengths thick, located about 

150 ft. upstream of the target. A sweeping magnet, placed just 

after the radiator, deflected the main electron bear) into a beam 

dump. The photon beam was then collimated to the required size by 

a high power water cooled co11 imator (C-10) before impinging on 

the 1 iquid hydrogen target. Secondary co11 imators were set up to 

intercept any halo of the beam remaining after the collination by 

c-10. There wet-c also several sweep mazncts in the beam line to 

remove electron spray produced by these co11 iinators. The pho to’n 

beam finally stopped in a Secondary Emission Quantamcter (S.E.4.) 

located approximately 100 ft. downstream from the tarf:et. Th i s 

S. E.0. was our primary beam monitor. In addition the bean 

intensity was monitored by a Cerenkov monitor as well as a , 

Secondary Emission Monitor (S.E.M.), both located in the front of 

the target as indicated In Fig. 1. T.he intensity of the photon 
11 

beam incident on the target \las typically 5 X 10 equivalent 

quanta per second. 

The tari;et used was of a conJensat ion typc(l5). The 

target cell was a cylinder, 15 in. long anJ 2 in. in dia;:leter, 

made out of .008 in, ,thick mylar with thin alui:linurn end tags. ,‘i 

“dumr~iy ccl 1” anil a “no ccl 1” posi tiori were als9 available. 

d. Spectror~icter and Counter Syster‘l -- 

The S. L.A.C. 1 .G CeV/c spectroi.ictcr(lC) :*/as useyi to 

anal !Ize the rccoi 1 i nc protons, It is a weal: focusing: (n = 01, 

seconii-orde r car t-cc teJ, 90’ vertical I>eflil i;in;:nnt 11/i th a r3fli 115 of 
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100 in. The momentum acceptance an j the acceptance in pro.iuct ion 

angle are defined by the size of the counters in the focal plane. 

The azimuthal angle (ApI and the useful target length were 

determined by relnotely lnoveable slit systems placed at the 

spectrometer entrance. For this experiment the total acceptance 

was AJ A 0 = 6.8 X 10m5 sterad. and the useful target lkn,Tth \A;l!as 
P 

typically about 7 in. 

The spectrometer focussed product ion angles and moi;lenta 

onto a single focal plane which was normal to the direction of the 

focussed particles and had a linear dispersion of 1.66 in. per 

percent in momentum an3 . 32 in, per mrad in ansle. The resolution 

was +,.OS% in mo,rlentum and +_.4 mrad in angle. The locus of 

partif=les from a particular two body reaction can be approxi;llated 

by a straight. line over the small momentun and angle acceptance of 

the spectrometer focal plane. Ilence a two body process can be 

selectively detected by a hodoscope counter aligned along the 

appropriate kinetllatic curve, This technique el iminated co;:lplex 

decoti i n:: and made it possible to record several events during the 

1 .6 pscc lonz S.L.A.C. bealn pulses with simple electronics. 

The moi:lcntum calibration and the solid angle had been 

previously determined both by a wirefloat measurement anJ by 

running a well defined electron beam fro!;1 the accelerator directly 

into the s;~cctromcter. The estimated error was 2.2% in the 

momentu;:l calibration and 23; in the total acceptance &An . 1,:e 
P . 

estiilate that the uncertainty in tile ileter:*linatio;l of the 

production angle with respect to the Jircction of the ghoton t,ea:ll 

was 50.3 InTad. 
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The spectrometer and the counter system are shown in 

Fig. 2; the counter system Is shown in more detail in the insert. 

The telescope consists of five scintillation counters (S9 - S13) 

made out of Pilot B plastic; S9 and SlO were 7 X 11 X .5 in., an<d 

Sll, S12 and &13 were 10 X 14 X .5 in. Between SlO and Sll and 

between Sll and S12 there were remotely variable absorber 

chanters. A missing mass hod&scope consisting of 8 elements, each 

.75 X 10 X .25 in., was located between S9 and SlO. For counters 

S9 and SlO Amperex XP1020 photomultiplier tubes were used; for all 

other scintillation counters RCA 7850's were used. A threshold 

Lucite Cerenkov counter (9 X 13 X 2 in.) was inserted between SlO 

and Sll. The counter was so constructed that only li!:ht which was 

internally reflected could reach the phototubes. The outputs of 

the four RCA 8575 photomultiplier tubes used to view the Lucite 

were added linearly. The counter was 98% efficient for pions and 

counted protons with less than 2% efficiency below 1000 :,leV/c 

increasing to 6% at 1400 HeV/c. The whole counter system was 

remotely rotatable so that the hodoscope counters could be aliencii 

along lines of constant missing mass in the focal plane. 

For low t values (ItI < .4 (GeV/cJ2), the protons were 

identified by range and pulse height using the first few tri::$er 

counters. At higher ItI values the threshold Cerenkov counter was 

used in veto to provide additional rejection against pions. The 

ratio of the pion flux to the proton flux incic!cnt on tile coul:t?rs 

was typically 1:l near the A 0 tllresholtl and the above criteria 

reduced the pion contamination to the 11; level. The last two 

scintillation counters S12 and S13 had their biases set low an.1 
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were put In coincidence with the threshold Ccrenkov counter to 

rnoni tor the flux of produced x + mesons. 

To measure the efficiencies of the system for protons ant! 

pions we used the chopped S.L.A.C. electron beam an4 a 

time-of-f1 ight system(l7). This provided us with a clean 

separation of protons and gions and allowed the detection 

efficiencies of the syster,l to be determined. The ef,f icicncies of 

the individual hodoscope elcrnents were determineli for each run and 

were near 100%. 

C. Electronics 

Fig. 3 shows a simpl ified block diagram of the 

electronics. Standard 100 MC modules(l8) were used for the logic. 

The event rate was quite high, up to 6 counts in the 1.6 psec long 

beam pulse. The interesting rates were therefore all fed into 

fast 100 NC scalers(l9) and stored there for the duration of an 

experimental run, After each run the scalers an-! other relevant 

data were read by the S.L.A.C. SDS-9300 coinouter. 

3 , , Beam !*loni tors 

The primary beam roan i tor was a non-saturating 

quantazeter(23). The quan talhe ter \-‘/as f u 1 1 y ‘cvacua ted and 

consisted of twenty copper Plates 0.5 in, thick alternate;! ~:i th 

nineteen foils of gold plated aluminum each 0.3035 in. thick. The 

device was cali!Irate;i’against the S.L.A.C. silver calorimetcr(21) 

as well as a,-ainst a Faraday cup. The average calibration 

constant kdas 2.92 elcctrons/GcV for a vol taze of +750 volt. The 

absol u tr? cal ibrntioiis were repeated perio,lical ly during the co?lrse 

of the experiment and b/Cfre found re;)ro:luciblc wi thin one percent. 



However we assigned an overall error of i2% to our absolute 

calibration value, 

The relative stability of our monitor systems, when 

conditions were carefully standardize3, was 2.2:. Ne used the 

S.L.A.C. photon beam Cerenkov monitor(21) for an additional check. 

This consisted of a tube 30 in. long filled with !-le gas at about 

1 atm. The 1 ight was focussed onto a photozul ti pl icr tube, whose 

output was then integrated. The ratio of the Cerenkov monitor to 

the S. E.Q. rcmainerl constant to fractions of a percent for periods 

of hours. ’ 

E. Data Accunu 1 at i on anil Re4uct ion - 

The choice of the ho:!oscope angle ~Ietcrmined tLe angular 

productioil width ~0 acczgted by one ho3oscopc counter an4 the 

range of angles was then divided into bins, each A0 wi:le. Th i s 

bin width was typically aSout 2.8 nrar;. To reduce our sensitivity 

to SilLIll drifts in the apparatus, tlic data were accui:Iulatc1,in an 

interlace4 pattern over the angular range-of interest and each 

angular point or bin was measured on several and in many cases on 

all 8 hodoscope collntcrs. Since the or+ iwson yield curve, 

measilrz:l si,;lul taneously by a coincidence bet\-Izen counters Sl?, 

S13, and the threshold Cercnl;ov cou;itcr, shoul d vary srloothl y wi th 
/ 

angle in this kinematic rczion, a valuable additional cross-check 

on the beam and monitor stability was available. 

Each run at a given angle lasted typically 5 ninutes. 

After the run the relevant data were all read in, store3 and 

recorded on ma;J,netic tape by the S.L.A.C. SDS-3303 co;nputer. The 

hodoscope data I-;ere accunulatel in bins ancl an autonatic plotting 
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machine plotted Qach run in:fivldually to aid the experiilcntcr in 

checking for consistency. The accur.lulateJ data could be plQttn?-I 

on dellland and selected runs on the data tape could be a3S-le:l to or 

removed from the accumulation at any tililc. 

Frequently the counting rate was measured as a function 

of baaln lntensl ty. This rate check was done by remotely varying 

the size of the photon co11 Imator, leaving the beam structure as 

well as the beam steering intact. 

Occasionally empty target runs were made. The empty 

target rates were negl igibly smal 1 coinpared with the full taryet 

rates. 

Subsequent to this the following steps were taken: 

1. SOIX runs were edited or discarded because of procedural 

errors In data-taking. 

2. Each run was corrected for dead time losses and 

accidental coincidences using the measured rate dependence. Th i s 

corqbined correction was always kegt less than 52. 

3. Host data points were repeated on several elcillents of the 

hodoscorlc array. Differences in countins cfficicncy a;Jong the 

Ilocloscop~ elements were accounted for before these data points 

were coi:ibined to obtain our final yield curves. Because of the 

larze dcsree of internal repetition an3 re3untlancy the data coul:! 

be cross-checked for internal consistency, relative monitor 

drifts, etc. (221, In the vast major i ty of runs the external anA 

internal error assign:,lents were in a;rcc,lcnt. In a few caszs a 

~:~a1 1 I:loili tor chanzc ~/as detected ant1 was foun:! to eorrelatc VJi th 

2 sIiI;111 change it) the indcpcntlently 4etcctc.i II.+ r.lrjson rate. These 
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few runs were corrected or eliminated. 

4. WC combined all the corrected data at fixed Iti 

values and end-point energies into yield curves as a function of 

the spectrometer angle. 

F. Analysis of the Yield Curve? 

The production of a resonance particle X0 in the reaction 

7 + P + X” + P corresponds to a “step” in the detected recoil 

proton yield measured as a function of angle for a fixed photon 

end-point energy. This mlssinz mass technique is very powerfill 

for avoiding the complexities of detecting rapidly decaying 

particles as well as for surveying for the production of all 

possible particles in the same experimental set up. To see ho\71 

each produced resonance must correspond to a “step” in a yie1.l 

curve, let us first consider a monochromatic photon beam with 

energy k. In this case the missing mass is uniquely given by: 

< = 2k( p l co& - T) - BIT (2.1) 

Here p and 0 are the momentum and ansle, !d the mass and T tile 

kinetic energy of the recoiling protons. t-lencc, by measuring tbrt 

3-momentum of the rccoi 1 ing proton the mass of the produced 

“particle” X0 is determined. Fig. 4 shows the laboratory mo:7r!ntuiil 

of the recoil protons plotted versus anzlc in the laboratory for a 

f ixec-i photon energy of 11.5 GeV. It is clear frail\ this fia,urc 

that by varyin:: the spectrometer an<;1 e an,.l kccpi n,i: the lilomCJntlJ,,l 

fixed we get separate peaks correspcndi n:; to the 3 i rfcrctnt rllass 

particles. In reality WC are .lealing wit5 a !>ren-rsstral~lun~ bcaii, 
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but for a fixed end-point energy k, of the photon spectrun’ancl a 

fixed- recoi 1 mor,lentum of the proton we can always define a 

1 imiting angle 8, such that l4: = 0. This corresponds to Compton 

scattcrine on the proton. At larger angles tllere are no 

kinematically allowed protons. At all smaller angles protons fro:? 

the Compton process are kinematically allowed. As we now move 

towards smaller angles with the spectrometer each new resonance 

wi 11 show up as a “step” on a rising yield curve. 

Fig. 5A shows such an experimentally illeasured yield curve 

for k = 11.5 GeV and t = -.7 (GcV/c12, and the breakdown of the 

yield into counts from the production of pions, rhos, phis an-l 

nonresonant background. There was an appreciable yield of protons 

beyond the allowed kinematic limit because of the rescattering of 

forward produced particles. This background was associated wi th 

the full target and was very small from the dummy target. As can 

be seen from Fig. 5A, x0 production showed up as a step on this 

“ghost .proton” background. The angular resolution was not 

sufficient to separate the protons associated with x0 production 

from those associated with Compton scattering, but at this 

particular angle and energy the Compton effect should be 

negl izi bly smal 1 compared wi th x 
0 

product ion. The sha,pe of the 

leading edge of the p,ion step was almost completely cleterzlincd by 

the angle changes due to multiple scattering of the recoil protons 

as they traversed the target. As thC anzl c was decreased, recoi 1 

protons from successively higher masses were observed anti t!ic 

steps due to rho and phi ~,~esons can be clear1 y seen. A thrcs!‘ol :-f 

missing mass scale is ?rovig.!cd for convenience, nl thaul:h in 
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reality photo;,roduct7on of all lomt- missing masses can pro!uce 

recoi 1 protons at the saT;le a;lgle and rzor?entum. For example, at 

the angle in Fig;. 5 corresponding to phi’s rliade by 11.5 ZeV 

photons, neutral rho’s are produced by S.3 GeV photons, an<! 

neutral pions are produced by [I. S GE’,! photons. 

As a check on our procedures, yield curves were 

occasionally taken at closely adjacent energies E1 an3 E2. By 

subtracting tile two yi clds wi t!l the appropriate corrections, a 

curve was ob ta i ned wh i ch corresporded to photoproduction by 

photons in the range E1 to E2. These subtracted curves she!-::3d the 

structure to be expcctzd fro;7 a nearly “monochrcmat ic” phqton 

beam. Fig. 5!: ShO\~~S such a cllrve obtainel by subtracting the 

yields obtained with photon enrl-point energies of I.3 I;e\l and 

11.5 GcV. Almost identical curves can be oStained by 

“diffcrentiatinr:” or taking successive differences of the yields 

on an integral yield curve o!?taincd at one end-point cncrqy. 

Fig. SC sho:.,s such a curve obtained by taking successive 

differences on the int czral curve sho;m in Fiz. 5A. :!ote that the 

subtracted yield curve Fig. 55 and the first difference cllrve 

Fig. 5C appear almost identical. 

Cross sections were extracted by r,lsking a least-squares 

fit to a full svleep, fitting the positions and shapes of the 

various particles’ yicl ds and asscmin:: smooth backgrounds dus to 

ghost protons and mu1 ti-particle production. The computer prosran 

accounted for kinematic factors, the correct brensstrahlung 

spectra, reso;l ution, and the variation of the cross sectio? with 

energy, Subtracted yield curves, where available, were 
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similarly fitted. The noI G’, and cp steps here fitted also by 

eye, since the computer fits described above, although having the 

advantage of objectivity, suffer from inflexibility and the tendency 

of the large P” yield to dominate the solutions. The two approaches 

were considered to be complementary, and disagreements usually 

reflected genuine ambiguities in interpretation. These ambiguities 

were accounted for in our quoted errors. A detailed discussion of the 

analysis is available in Ref. 22. 

Our final cross sections include monitor calibrations, 

spectrometer cal ibrations, counter efficiencies, etc. Table I 

1 ists the various corrections, their magnitudes and our‘estimates 

of the typical uncertainties in these corrections. 

Ill. x0 CROSS-SECTIONS 

Fig. 6A shows a typical integral yield curve plotted 

against missing mass squared in the x0 mass region. The sharp 

step due to the onset of the no production is clearly seen. In 

the same figure the differential yield curve as derived from the 

integral curve is also shown. In this representation no 

production appears as a peak. The kinematic threshold for two 

plon production is close to that for single pion production. 

However since two pion production is a three body process it does 

not lead to a sharp step but to a smoothly rising yield curve 

starting at the threshold. This process was accounted for in the 

fitting programs by a polynomial starting at the two pion 

threshold and including the experimental resolution. The 

difference between a three body and a two body process is 

sufficiently marked that we believe that this process is well 
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accounted for in our cross section determination and in our error 

assignments. 

Since the experimental resolutlon is not sufficient to 

separate r[ ’ production from Compton scattering, the cross sections 

mentally determined step heights must be extracted from the exper 

reduced by the contribut 

correction we assume the 

on of the Compton scattering. For this 

Compton cross section. to be of the form 

daldt = A eBt where B = S.5 (GeV/c12, e.g. the same slope as 

observed in the PO photoproduction on the proton. 

A = . 68 pb/ (GeV/c12 was determined from the total y-p cross 

section using the optical theorem. The total up cross section 

was set equal to 115 pbarn at high energies, in accordance with 

recent measurements(23). The correction is important (50:) at low 

It 1 values and high energies; He estimate the correction to be 

known to +,20%. 

In Fig. 7, da/dt determined fro;:) the step heights is 

plotted versus t for primary photon energies of 6, 9, 12, an:1 

15 GcV. The data are characterized by a fast drop of the cross 

section at low Iti values, a dip close to t = -.5 (GeV/c12 

fol lo~~:l by a secondary ;haxi:aum at t = -.9 (GeV/c12, and a s:nlaot!l 

fall off with increasing It I-values. i/i th i ncrcas i 11.5 photon 

energies the dip gradually becomes less pronounced. 

Fig. 8 shows our data at G GeV together with the 3.E.S.Y. 

results(2) at 5 GeV and 5.C GeV for cor,iparison. Plotte~l is 

s2 da/dt versus t. The aJ2rcerglent i s very satisfactory. 

In Fig. 9 tia/Jt versus (s-,j2) is plotted for constant 

V;tlUC?S of t. The D.E.S.Y. (2) data at lo:,!cr cncr;:i?s are inclll tr:-1 
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in these plots. A least squares fit to the data of the for:11 

da/dt N (s-,;,*I=-* was made to the data at 3 GeV and above ai?\? is 

shown as the solid lines in Fig. 9. It clea-rly gives a very 

reasonable simultaneous representation of both our data an<:] the 

D.E.S.Y. data. There is a small but significant amount of 

shrinkage with the effective Regge cx decreasing frown a = .lC * .05 

at t = -. 7 (GeV/c) * to a = -.2 ,+ .05 at t = -1.4 (GeV/c)*. rjel ow 

It1 = . 5 (GeV/c)*, CX rclnains close to 0. However these points are 

illore uncertain, since for low ItI values and high enerzles the 

spread of photon energies corresponding to the width of the z” 

step becomes large. This spread arises from the angular 

uncertainty due to the multiple scattering of the recoil protons 

at,small ItI values combined with the kinematic factor 

(dk!d*)p=const which increases rapidly with decreasing It I, The 
. 

quoted errors on the low t points at high energies are largely 

systematic in origin and arise from our esti,ilates of the above 

uncertainties. At high 1 t I values the resolution becomes entir.zly 

adequate and the quoted errors are mainly statistical. 

The JI’ photoproduct ion at forwat-4 angles an:i hi,Th 

energies was originally expected(S) to be dominated by Regz7cizrt.i 

particle exchan,:e in the t-channel. Charge conjugation invariance 

requires the exchanged t-cllannel particle to be orlil under C. * 

Hence, of the established particles only the neutral rho, orneza, 

phi arid B (or lts isoscalar “relative” in t!le Jp = 1+ octet) neerl 

be cons i dcred. Fro[S7 a compar i son of tile coup1 ing constants one 

woul~l expect omega exchange to do:,linste everys,!herc except in t!;e 

vicinity of t = -.5 (CeV/cC’, \/here the omega traj cctory gous 
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throuzh zero. This 1 t 1 value corresponds to a supposed nonsense 

zero in the amp1 i tude a ri sing f ram olzga exchange wi th a resul t i ng 

dip in the cross section. Since the omega trajectory is very 

close to the rho trajectory and phi exchange should be nezlieihle, 

it was expected that in this dip region aroun.4 -.5 (GeV/c12 g-lc 

cross section would be dominated by B exchange. At lower energies 

this picture agreed well with the differential cross section 

measurements at D.E.S.Y. and C.E.A.(2)(3). This model further 

predicted that the dip in x0 photoproduct ion would become mot-:2 

pronounced at higher energies and that the energy dependt?nce of 

da/dt would .display strong shrinkage. *’ 

Neither of these predictions appear born out by the 

results of this experiment. As we go to higher energies the dip 

seems if anything to disappear and the shrinkaze is much less t)lan 

expected(5). For instance at t = -.9 (GeV/c12, du/dt N ( s -2T,2 )-I l 8 ,I 

whereas from the accepted omega trajectory(2ir) we would expect 

do/dt N (s-m2 Ia3 . That the cross section in the dip region is not 

dominated by C exchange (or the exchange of the isoscalar member 

of the “3 octet”) is also shown by measurements with polarized 

photons at 3 GeV(25). These polarized photon measurements have 

shown that the dominant exchange at these energies in the region 

of the dip has naturql parity, thus excluding E exchange. 

The combine3 experimental data on II’ production therzfor,z 

can not be described in terms of simple Regge exchange. 1 lovcve r 

by includin:; cuts or absorption in addition to the elementary 

l?ezp,e exchange reasonably successful fits to the fro 

ghotoqt-o4uction data have been achieved(ZG) (27) (26) (23). The 
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simplest cut term is the one that corresponds to the exchange of 

the polneron P together with the omega. The effective trajectory 

(t) can in this case be written as: 

1 I 

a&t) 
ap atll 

= au( 0) + up(o) -1 + , , t (3.1) 

olw + aLd 

Since this trajectory for physical ItI values 1 ies higher than the 

omega trajectory we would expect the cut to dominate the cross 

section at sufficiently high energies. 

Capella and Tran Thanh Van(26) attempt to fit the 

differential cross section as well as the polarized photon data 

assui\ling on1 y omega and omega-pomeron exchange. They achieve a 

good fit to the data using 5 free parameters. Contogouris and 

Lebrun(27) investigate the relationship between the pole ter:!ls an+ 

the cut terms, and compute the cut terms correspondinS to otw~:a 

exchange from a model . They achieve go03 fits to forward 

II ’ photoproduction as well as for\dar:i r[+ photoproduction usin? t7e 

same set of parameters. 

Frgyland(28) introduces the rho an.1 rho-poincron cut in 

ad,A i t i on to the omega and omega-gem ron cut. ile al so nc? i ‘3ves a 

(good fit to the data, but th i s involves a lar&e nurhl$,cr of f rr?e 

para:wters which are not uniquely deterrmined frorl the experi.wnt. . 

Bl ackmon, Kramer anrl Schilling(29) try to fit the [iat 

with orneza and rho exchange incluiiing absorption. T!iey conclu Iz 

tl~cy cannot zet a go0.j f 1 t to the data with this mo Icl . They 

achieve 3 reasonable fit to all x O data by including; C f?.XCflail<e ii1 

add i t ion. Ilowcver the 13 meson trajectory, a (t> = ./I + .I;t as 
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determined from the fit, is much higher than expected an4 ‘the 

slope is rather small. 

It has been conjectured that a fixed pole at J - 0 could! 

be present in the x0 photoproduction(30). Such a pole would lea:! 

-2 
to a s dependence of the cross section for sufficiently !lizh 

energies in the region where a! is negative. The present data 

seeIns to give no evidence for this. 

Dar, Weisskopf, Levi nson and L I p!; i n (31) have cowa red the 

vector dominance prediction of YC’ photoproduction with the 

experiraental data. Unfortunately the strong interaction cross 

sections are not known at high energies and the low encrsy 

measurements are not very accurate. P/i thin the errors of the 

experiments the V.D.M. prediction is well fulfllle3 at G GeV using 

(rp2/4n) = .5. 

IV. ETA Pl?ODUCTlO~ 

Fig. 10A shows an integral yield curve in the region of 

the eta mass, at a prima.ry photon energy of 5.5 GeV an3 

t = -, 5 (GeV/c? . The corresponding differential yield curve is 

shown in Fiz. lOI3. In both representations the eta pro.iuction is 

clear1 y seen. 

Measurements of the eta yield at-a rcndcrct1 difficult by 

the proximity to the ‘rho meson yields. At low energies anb 

moderate It [ values the separation from the rho signal is clear. 

At 9 ScV it is still possible to distinguish eta yields in tllc 

resion of t = -.7 (GcV/c) 2 . At hiZ!ler energies the separation nf 

tile eta step from the rising rho yield was nrz15ir:uous ant! WC rir~ not 

include these mcasure::lents. 



Fig. 11 shows the measured eta cross section s2 da/dt as 

a function of t for primary photon energies of 5.5, 6.0, 6.5 and 

9 GeV. For comparison the measured R’ cross Section curve at 

6 GeV is shown as the dotted 1 fne. The difference between the eta 

and pi angular distributions is very striking. llhereas the pi 

cross section shows a dip around t = 0.5 (GeV/c) 
2 

followed by a 

seconda ry max I mum, the t dependence of the eta cross section for t 

between -. 3 (GeV/c12 and -1.1 (G&/c,2 shows no structure. For 

the range of energlcs covered In this experiment the energy 

dependence of the cross section is consistent with sm2. 

Fig. 12 shows a comparison of our data (assuming s -2 > 

with the C.E.A. data(6) taken at a primary photon energy of 4 GeV. 

Plotted is s2 du/dt versus t. The agreement is moderate, our 

results appearing somewhat systematically higher than the C.E.A. 

results. This might arise either from an energy dependence othkr 

than sW2 or from experimental biases. The integral yield metho:? 

we used is less likely to result in experimental bias than the 

C.E.A. coincident photon.measuremnts which involved a variety of 

cuts on the data to extract the cross sections. 

The photoproduction of eta’s at forward angles shoql:i 

have a large contribution from Regzeizcd rho exchange. This woul r! 

then lead to a dip In the cross section in the vicinity of 

t = -.5 (GeV/c)’ wherk the rho trajectory passes threu::h 0. The 

absence of such a dip in the data is puzzling. The class of 

theories(32) which explain the dir, in YC’ photo;>rodllction .and II-p 

charge exchange as clue to interference ter:,js bctv:cen the pole 

ter;ris and the cut terris coulii lead to a na,tural cx?lanation of 
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both the neutral pi and eta photoproduction results. 

By assuming only rho exchange Dar and Weisskopf(33) 

relate the eta cross section to the reaction 7 + P+ w+ IJ. 

Using the data taken at 3.25 (GeV/e) they achieved reasonable 

agreement with this experiment using 7:/4n = 2.9. B. Corczyca an,1 

Id . Hayashi(34) include omega and E-exchange as well. They also 

achieve reasonable agreement with the data. Both predict ions are 

plotted in Fig. 12. 

These models(33)(34), although giving reasonable 

predictions, do not clarify the basic underlying mechanisms 

involved in eta production. 

v. RHO-OMEGA PRODUCT IO t.1 

In the course of this experiment we obtained about 60 

yield curves suitable for extracting p” cross sections 

Fig. 13A shows a typical yield curve. Fig. 13B is a plot 

of the first differences of the yields, and has the distinctive 

rho peak at around 765 f:ieV. Fig. 13C shows a difference curve 

obtained by subtraction between two close end-point energies. Al 1 

three curves contain essentially the same information. We had 

insufficient resolution to distinguish omega production clearly 

from neutral rho production. For the purposes of analyzing the 

data we assu:,1ed that the or,lega cross sections were 10; of the r!lo 

cross sections. This shou1c.l be a eoocl approximation since at hi;:h 

energies the non-diffractive part of the oncga production is ~;a11 

an:.j the ratio between omega and rho should be given by SU(3). 

Tili s has been conf i rolled experimental ly(12). 

It was hard to draw definitive conclusions as to t!lc 
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shape of the rho decay spectrum. At high energies and low t 

values the resolution of the apparatus became comparable to the 

width of the rho. At low energies, al though the resolution was 

very adequate, the background of multipion events under the rho 

peak became large and produced some ambiguities in the 

interpretation. These ambiguities were most serious with respect 

to the shape and less serious with respect to the total cross 

section. 

A large number of shapes and widths for the rho-meson 

were investigated and are listed below: 

a. A relativistically correct generalization of the 

simple Breit-Wigner form, as described by Jackson and Selleri(35). 

b. A form suggested by Ross and Stodolsky(36) where the 

4 abovelshape is multiplied by the additional factor of (mp/m) . 

Al though this factor is disputed, at least one experiment 

indicates it may be a good description of the rho shape(8). Other 

powers of (mp/m) were also tried. 

c. The SGding interference model (37). Because our method 

integrates over the whole resonance the interference term tends to 

cancel out, and the results are not significantly different from those 

for the Jackson shape. 

d. A simple nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner shape. 

The background from nonresonant multipion production was 

estimated with a polynomial , which was kept to as few terms as 

possible consistent with a reasonable fit. With different assumed 

rho shapes, the fitting program divided the observed yield into 

background and rho signal differently. In general, cross sect ions 
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obtained with the different models disa,~recd by five to te.n per 

cent, with the Jackson shape giving: values about seven per cent 

syste;qatically higher than the Ross-Stodolsky. Our data d1.l not 

significantly prefer any one shape. The Jackson shape tended to 

give better fits at high energies and high t values. The 

Ross-Stodol sky shape gave better fits at low t values art.4 low 

energies, and gave poor fits at high energies and high t values. 

Various experiments have measured rho widths anywhere 

between 90 and 160 NeV, and masses between 720 ancl 723 !IeV 

(7)(8)(S)(lO). Both these parameters were at first treated in 

this experiment as unknowns to be determined at each energy an,1 

momentum transfer. There was no observable dependence of the rho 

mass on s or t. The best fit mass value depended, of course, on 

the shape used. The Jackson form led to a mass of (7F5 + 20) IieV 

in agreement with the resu 1 ts of HcClel lan et al.(9). The 

Ross-Stodolsky form gave a value 10 EleV to 20 HeV higher. The 

large rho mass shift somet imes reported to be observed in 

photopro.duction experiments(7)(2)(10) was not observed in t+is 

experiment. For each yield curve a best rho width \vas dctereyined 

by stepping the input rho rvirlth in 15 /ieV increments het:.:cen SO 

and 170 ileV, simu1tar~eously adjusting the background polynomial to 

give a best fit to the data. The error was taken to correspo:ld to 

the point where the chi-squared proLability had fallen to Ihalf of 

i?s best value. This criterion gave typical errors of t30 i,:cV. 

Th i s 1 arge error arose because chanzcs in the hackzrroun:i 

polynoliial could acco,::i,liodate chanqes in the trial rho wiAth, In 

general tile preferred width was relatively injepcnlent of the rho 
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shape chosen. As wi th the mass there was no systematic dependence 

of width on s or t. including possible systemstics a best width 

of (127 f 25) MeV was obtained. 

All subsequent cross section fitting, at all energies and 

momentum transfers, was made with the Jackson shape(a) for the rho 

with a width of 125 MeV and a mass of 765 MeV plus a 10% omega 

contrtbutfon. The variatrons of the derived rho cross sections 

with assumed rho widths was, on the average, five per cent for a 

10 rcleV change in width. For each yield curve the sensitivity of 

cross section to width and the uncertainty in the width were used 

to estimate errors. In general the presence of non-resonant 

background was the cause of the above systematic uncertainties an/i 

the assigned systematic error was approximately equal to 530% of 

the nonresonant background. The nonresonant background was 

largest at low energies where processes other than diffractive are 

sti 11 important, and at high t values where again the diffractive 

contributions are not so dominant. 

Our rcsul ts, when analyzed consistently, sho\;ed hi,:h 

internal consistency. This internal consistency does not 

necessarily correlate with real precision in the cross section 

determinations, and our quoted results may therefore be 

systerlatically distorted to run either high or low through our 
. 

error bars. 

Fig. 14 shows a comparison of our data in the energy 

ran,gc 5.5 GeV to 6.5 GeV with a fit to the D.E.S.Y. 4ata(33) at 

nearby ener::ies. Al so i ncludc~.I on the f i cure are the rcsul ts oi 

I.4cClellan et a1.(3) at G GeV. The agrce::lcnt betw2cn tA2 three sets 
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of data is good. 

Both from the vector dominance model and on more general 

grounds(39) we should expect for Iti values where diffractive 

scattering is dominant that the photoproduction of p” mesons will 

be related by a constant of proportionality Co to ‘elastic PO-:, 

scattering: 

$ypO) = cp * (5.1) 

Substituting the quark model prediction fror:l‘Eq. 1.2 into 

this relation, we obtain: 

(5.2) 

Fig. 15 shows a comparison between our rcsul ts an.: thcsp 

theoretical predictions using the elastic pion scattering data of 

Foley et a1.(40) with Co as our only adjustable oarai-lcter. The 

theoretical prediction is plotted as the solid lines togetScr with 

the experimental data points. The agreement is remarkably goo! 

over the t-range from -.2 (i;eV/c12 to -.7 (CeV/c12 at G.5 CeV an-i 

over the entire t-range at higher energies. 

It does not seem possible that this agreement with theory 

is fortuitous, and we therefore believe the error is small in 

extrapolating our data to t = 0 usins the above pr3d i cte? shape, 

at least at the higher energies. Table II gives values of 

(da/dt)t.o and of % obtained fro:) this sha;Ie with a single best 

value of cp. He also give values of (du/r!tk& an;f a, wt-,err? 1’~ 
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assume the shape is represented by the above formula over the I tl 

value range of. ,l (GeV/c12 to .7 (GeV/c12 but permi t Cp to vary 

WI th energy. The forward cross section analyzed either way drops 
-*2 

from an average value of 130 to 140 &/(CeV/c) around 6 GeV to 

an average value 102 pb/(GcV/c) 
2 

around I.7 GeV. 

McClellan et a1.(9) report the cross section at t = 0 as 

130 pb/ (GeV/c) 
2 

N in the range of 5 GeV to 10 GeV. Hi thin errors 

this is consistent with our values. Uowever their values shove 

less of a trend to decrease with energy over this range. ‘r/e note 

that their cross section determinations, lfke ours, are dependent 

on the specific shaoe and background assumptions. Their 

measurements, based on observation of the final two pion 

state, have less severe background problems than ours. Howeve r, 

our statistical precision is much higher and our integral yield 

measurements are automatically summed over the rho mass spectrwl 

with nearly the appropriate weights. \Je are thus less sensitive 

to exact spectral shapes than are methods based on taking weighte;! 

samples in. the neighborhood of the rho decay peak. 

We can use the vector dominance relation: 

(5.3) 

to relate our iliean value of Cp to 7,2/4fi, tile usual vector 

do;:iinnnce factor. The result is 7;/4n = O.Cl. If instear! vie use 

aT = 30mb at 9 GcV, from Gulos et al.(41), we obtain 7E/i:fi = C.7. 

I f v:e assu!he crT = 3321b at S CcV, fro::] ~lcClcllan et a1.(42), we got 

= 1.03. Thus a value of 7:/4fi = 0.45 is not consistent WI th 



I 

a vector domlnancc theory relating the p”-photoproduction cross 

section at t = 0 of 120 to 130 ub/(CeV/c12, as maasurcd in this 

and other experiments, to rho-nucleon total cross sections in the 

range 30 to 4Omb(8)(41)(42). 

VI. PHI PRODUCTION 

The phi meson product ion cross sect ions were consi -ierabi y 

smaller than the neutral rho cross sections. The proton yiel,i 

from phi production comes in a region where the lower energy 

components of the bremsstrahlung beam also produce a very lar:c 

yield of protons associated with rho production an:i non-resonant 

background. As with the rho, the signal to noise ratio improveA 

at high cnerzics where the diffractive processes dominated, an;l 

measurements at low ItI values were difficult because of the poor 

angular resolution caused by the multiple Coulomb scattering in 

the target. Fig. 16.4 and 1GB show typical integral and first 

difference yield plots in the region of.the phi. \!hi le the smal 1 

decay width of the phi save a sharp and distinctive threshold in 

the yield curve, very good statistical precision was necessary to 

distinguish the phi production from background processes 

underneath the phi step. Ne analyzed the phi yield curves 

assuming relatively smooth backgrounds and made conservative error . 

ass i gnrlents on the basis of a detailed statistical analysis. A 

typical yield curve consisted of 20 points, eac!l with a stsn:Iar? 

deviation of +,.3:, in the mass range 950 to 1150 l,ieV, an:j wi tll a 

phi -step change of 3% super imposed on the background. Under these 

conditions we typically assigned to the step height an error OF 
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@times the absolute standard deviation for one yield point, or a 

relative error on the final quoted phi-cross section of about 

+,15%. 

Fig. 17 shows our results for different energies. plotted 

versus t. We have included for comparison with our 6.5 GeV data 

the D.E.S.Y. point of Asbury et al.at t Z 0 and at higher Itl 

values the results of the D.E.S.Y. bubble chamber experiment(8). 

Agreement is satisfactory. 

The solid line represents the theoretical predictions 

based on the assumptions of the quark model(40). We assumed(43) :* 

(6.1) 

2 (6.2) 

The K+p and K-p cross sections were taken from the experiment of 

K. J. Foley et a1.(44). The t dependence is we1 1 represented by 

the quark relation. There is an indication in the data of a 

decrease in Cg and a corresponding decrease in the total phi cross 

section with increasing photon’ energies. The fit to the data with 

varying C 
cp gave, at 6 GeV incident photon energies, a forward 

cross section of (3.2 f .4) ub/(GeV/c) 
2 and a total (P-cross 

section of t.71 +, .08) ph. Averaged over photon energies between 

11.5 GeV and 17.8 GeV, the forward cross section was 
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(2.1 f .2) pb/Uwlm2 and the total cross section was 

t.45 t .04) ub. A change In Ccp with energy is in some 

disagreement with the quark model. However since the connection 

cquatlon(6.2) between the theoretical 9p elastic cross sections 

and the physically observed strong interaction cross sections 

involved large subtractions this apparent discrepancy does not 

seem too signiftcant. 

Our value for 7:/4x as derived from the average value of CT 

is 9.8. Within the uncertainties in the present values of 7:/4n 

thls is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical 

expectations(45) that the ratio 7::~: ‘should be 1.33:9. 

VI I OTHER MESON PRODUCTI ON 

The X0 (958) meson is expected to be produced with cross 

sections comparable to those of the eta meson(33). However the X0 

meson was not clearly resolved from the rho meson. Upper 1 imi ts 

to the cross sections in the 6 GeV range gave values less than two 

or three times the observed eta cross sectlons, in no 

contradiction to the theoretical expectation. 

At high energies we saw indications for the production of 

a broad resonance centered at (1240 2 20) MeV with a width of 

around 100 MeV. We covered an appropriate range of mass values 

for measuring the production of a 1240 MeV mass particle on about 

15 sweeps. All of the sweeps taken at 13 GcV and 14.5 GeV in the 

range of t = -.3 (GeV/c12 to t = -.7 ReV/cj2 gave evidence for 

such a resonance. Fig. 18 shows a representative mass sweep 

obtained by subtracting the yields taken at 14.5 GeV and 13 GeV 

for t = -.5 (GeV/c12. At higher energies the mass scale was 
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compressed, and at lower energies the backgrounds increased, 

making the signals less clear. Qualitatively this meson (or 

possibly mesons) was produced with cross sections of the same 

order as the phi in the energy range 13.0 GeV to 14.5 GeV, and the 

ItI value range of .3 (G~V/C)~ to .7 (G~V/C)~. We tentatively 

identify this signal with the B meson whose quantum numbers 

JPC = 1+- would permit it to he quasi-diffractively produced(46). 

It is possible that this particle could be an as yet undiscovered 

vector meson. 

We have also searched for the production of resonances 

with masses between 1.3 GeV and 2 GeV at t = -.2 (G~V/C)~ and 

~17 GeV photon energy. The low ItI value and high energy should 

be especially suitable for singling out states that could be 

diffractively produced. In particular we might have expected to 

observe any new vector mesons in this mass range such as the 

JPC = 1-- state on the “daughter” trajectory of the rho 

trajectory. 

A single integral yield curve shows structure arising 

from both the high energy photoproduction of high mass states and 

from lower energy photon production of single pion or other low 

mass states. Therefore for this survey we used a subtraction of* 

two sweeps taken at 17.8 GeV and 16 GeV peak energies. Fig. 19 

shows both the unsubtracted and subtracted yields, The integral 

yield curves represent on the order of 2X107 counts each. Any 

produced particle would show up as a peak in the subtracted yield 

Curve. tJo such peak can be seen in the data. To determine the 

statistical significance level of this mass search we have made an 
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analysis of the data with the following method. A straight line 

(two parameters) was fitted to the subtracted yield curve. This 

fit, although expected to be poor in the region of masses just 

above the phi, gave a good representation of the data with a 

chi-square of 82 for 93 degrees of freedom. We then searched the 

subtracted yield curve for any significant peaks superimposed on 

this smooth linear fit. This was done by computing the ratio: 

3 Wi ha& 

Pi4 4 1’2 

(7.1) 

where Ti is the difference between the measured yield in mass bin 

“I” and the straight line fit, Wi is a Gaussian “weight function” 

centered In bin ‘In” with a fu‘ll width at half maximum of “a”, and 

‘Ji is the error assigned to the measured point.in bin “I”. The 

above quantity was then centered on each bin and computed fgr 

several choices of “a” between 50 MeV to 250 MeV. For none of the 

1 a rge numb’ 

than 3.0. 

The resul ti 

100 MeV and 

r of possible combinations was the above ratio lar.ger 

We set our level of significance as 5 for this ratio. 

ng upper 1 imits to the cross sections for widths of 

200 MeV are given in Table III. 

We checked for internal consistency by searching the data 

for “nega t i ve” or non-physical inverted peaks. In this case the 

ratio was never larger than 2.5. 

At the energy of 16.9 GeV the minimum four morrlentum 

transfer squared to the nucleon for the production of a meson as 

masslve as 2 GeV is -.014 (GeV/c12 and is small compared with the 

value of t = -.2 (GeV/c12 at which the measurement was made. 
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Therefore there should be no inhibition on the production of a 

2 GeV mass meson from this cause. It is possible that a high mass 

vector meson might escape observation in production cxperimnts if 

i t decayed into omega mesons and ncut ra 1 pi mesons whi ch woul r! 

give final states containing two neutral pions. As this is a 

missing mass experiment our observations are completely 

indepcndcnt of the decay modes open to the particle. 21~ conclurl,? 

from Table III, that at a 90% confidence level no particle with a 

cross section larger than about 5% of the P 
0 cross section was 

produced in the mass region from 1.3 GeV to 2 GeV, 
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TACLE I I 

Forxard differential and total p cross sections obtafned 
froin fits to our data calculated both wi ti a bast f i t constant Cp 
froln Equation 5.3 and calculated v!ith an energy dependent Cp best 
fitted at each energy. 

EO F da/dt(t=O) 

cp 

“T 

17.2 lC4.6 12.39 

16.9 105.3 12.47 

16.0 105.9 12.55 

15.25 106.7 12.65 

14.5 107.6 12.74 

13.75 108.8 12.87 

13.0 110.1 13.34 

12.25 111.6 13.23 

11.5 113.4 13.44 

6.5 131.0 15.50 

6.0 133.3 15.79 

5.5 135.8 16.09 

. 

r ENERSY DEPE?:DE;:T Co 

do/dt(t=O) uT 

100.5 11.39 

lC5.3 12.47 

103.3 12.24 

136.6 12.54 

101.2 11.93 

1 5 39. 12.95 

108.7 12.85 

111.4 13.13 

113.4 13.44 

137.6 16.27 

151.9 lS.O 

165.9 19.8 

1 



TABLE 111 

Upper limits to cross sections in the missing mass search at 16.9 GeV 
average photon energy and t = -0.2 (GeV/c12 for the production of particles 
with widths 100 MeV and 200 MeV. 

Upper limit Upper limit Upper limit 

1600 0.61 .028 . 0.87 . .039 

1800 b.71 .032 1.00 .045 

4 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1: Experimental Arrangement. 

Fig. 2: Positioning of the spectrometer and the counters 

relative to the beam line and the target. The insert shows the 

detector system in more detail. 

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the electronics. Only the main 

logic is shown. 

Fig. 4: Kinematics for photoproduction of various mesons for 

a incident photon energy of 11.5 GeV. Plotted is the momentum of 

the recoil proton versus its laboratory angle for YC’, 7 , PO, and cp 

production. Note that for a fixed momentum the laboratory angle 

is nearly proportional to missing mass squared. 

Fig. 5: A) The measured proton yield for a peak 

bremsstrahlung energy of 11.5 GeV and for t = -.7 (GeV/c12. The 

ordinate is the number of protons per hodoscope counter per 
2 

10 I1 E.Q. The abscissa represents (mm> in GeV2. The steps due 

to the onset of II’, p” , and Cp production are clearly seen. The 

solid line through the data points represents a least square fit 

to the data assuming rc”, p” , and(P production in addition to 

nonresonant background. The breakdown of the yield into the 

separate contributions is also shown. 

B) The subtracted proton yield curve in counts per 

hodoscope counter per 1Ol1 E.Q. for photons between 13.0 GeV and 

11.5 GeV and for t = -.7 (GeV/c12. This curve was obtained by 

subtracting the 11.5 GeV proton yield from the corresponding 

proton yield at 13 GeV end-point energy. The peaks due to II’, PO, 



and 9 production are agatn clearly seen. Due to multiple’ 

scattering of the recoil proton in traversfng the target the ? Is 

not clearly resolved from the p” peak. 

C) The differential yield curve derived from the 

Integral curve in SA. Plotted is the difference, in counts per 

lOI1 E.Q., between once removed yield points versus missing mass 

squa’red. Note the close similarity to the subtracted yield curve 

In Fig. 5B. 

Fig. 6: A) The measured proton yield in counts per hodoscope 

element per ILL 10 E.Q. is plotted versus missing mass squared in 

the region around the JC’ step for an photon end-point energy of 

6 GeV and for t - -1.1 (GeV/c12. 

B) The differential yield curve derived from the 

integral yield in Fig. 6A. Plotted Is the difference in counts 

per lOI1 E.Q. between once removed yield points versus missing 

mass squared. 

Ftg. 7: da/dt In b/(GeV/c12 versus t for the reaction 

7 + P + no+ P at Incident photon energies of 6, 9, 12, and 

15 GeV. The lines drawn through the data are only to guide the 

eye. 
2 

Fig. 8: s2 du/dt in ~.lb (GeV) is plotted versus t for the 

reaction 7+ P + nO;+ P. Plotted is the 6 GeV data together with 

data from D.E.S.Y. at 5 GeV and 5.8 GeV. Data in the Primakoff 

region have been excluded. 
2 

Fig. 9: da/dt in ph/ (GeV/c) for fixed t is plotted versus 

(s-m 2 1. Shown Is the data from this experiment as well as data 



at lower energies from D.E.S.Y. The solid line is a least squares 

fit to the data of the form da/dt w (s-m2)a-2 . The value of a is 

listed for each ItI value. 

Fig. 10: A) The measured proton yield in the vicinity of the 

step Is plotted versus missing mass squared for an end-point 

bremsstrahlung energy of 5.5 GeV and t = -.5 (GeV/c12. The 

ordinate is counts per hodoscope element per 1Ol1 E.Q. 

B) The differential curve derived from the integral 

yield curve in 1OA. Plotted is the difference in counts per 

l&l E.Q. between once removed yield points versus missing mass 

squared. 

‘Fig. 11: s2 da/dt in ph (GeVf Is plotted versus t for the 

reaction 7+ P-, 7 + P for photon energies between 5.5 GeV and 

9 GeV. The dotted line shows the x0 cross section at 6 GeV for 

comparison purposes. 

Fig. 12: The results of t.his experiment are compared with the 

'2 
results of an experiment at C.E.A. at 4 GeV. Plotted is s da/dt 

2 
in pb (GeV) versus t. The dotted line is the cross section 

predicted by Dar and Weisskopf using vector dominance and assuming 

only P exchange. The solid line is a prediction by Gorczyca and 

Hnyashi hased on vector dominance but allowing w and B exchange in 

addition to p exchan,ge. The two predictions assumed different 

values for the coup1 ing constant g 
WY’ 

Fig. 13: A) The measured proton yield per hodoscope element 
11 

per 10 E.Q. is plotted versus missing mass squared for an 
2 

end-point hremsstrahlung energy of 16 GeV and t = -.7 (GeV/c) . 



I 

The posftfons of the steps due to the onset of x0, p , and cp 

production are indicated. 

B) The differential yield curve obtained from the’ 

integral yield curve in Fig. 13A is shown. Plotted Is the 

difference in counts between once removed points per 1Ol-l E.Q. 

The peaks due to x0, PO, and Cp production are clearly seen. 

C) The subtracted proton yield curve in counts per 
11 

hodoscope counter per 10 E.Q. for photons between 17.8 GcV and 
2 

16 GeV and t = -.7 GeV/c) 1s plotted versus missing mass squared. 

This curve was obtained by subtracting the 16 GeV proton yield 

from the corresponding yield at 17.8 GeV end-point energy. The 

solid line through the data points represents a least square fit 

0 0 
assuming r( ,p , and 9 production in addition to nonresonant 

background. The breakdown of the yield Into the separate 

contributions is shown as dotted lines. 

Fig. 14: da/dt In pb/(GeV/c12 is plotted versus t for the 

reaction 7 + P+ p” + P for photon energies between 5.5 GeV and 

6.5 GeV. The solid line Is a least squares fit by the D.E.S.Y. 

bubble chamber group to their data for photon energies between 4.5 

and 5.8 GeV. Acceptable limits to their fits are indicated by the 

dotted 1 ines. The results of a measurement at Cornell(S) for an 

end-point energy of 6 GeV are also shown. 

Fig. 15: da/dt ‘in pb/(GeV/c12 versus t, for the reaction 

7 + P + p” + P at incident photon energies from 6.5 to 17.8 GeV. 

The lines drawn through the data points are a hest fit to the 

quark relation in Eq.(5.2). The one adjustable parameter $, 



was set to a value of 2.98 X 1o03. 

Fig. 16: A) The measured proton yield In counts per 

hodoscope element per 10” E.Q. Is plotted versus missing mass 

squared in the region around the cp step for an incident photon 
2 

energy of 14.5 GeV and for t - -.4 (GeV/c) . 

6) The differential yield curve derived from the 

above integral curve Is shown. Plotted Is the difference in 
11 

counts between once removed hodoscope elements per 10 E.Q. 

versus missing mass squared. 

Fig. 17: da/dt in pb/CGeV/c12 versus t for the reaction 

7+ P + cp + P at incident photon energi.es between 6 GeV and 

17.‘8 GeV. At 6 GeV we have included the D.E.S.Y. bubble chamber 

resul ts(33) and the result at t = 0 of Asbury et a1.(8). The sol id 

line is a best fit to the quark relations (6.1) and (6.2) with the 
-5 

one adjustable parameter GJI set to 18.6.X 10 . 

Fig. 18: The subtracted proton yield per hodoscope element 

per lOI1 E.Q. is plotted versus missing mass squared for photons 

between 14.5 and 13 GeV. The peaks due to PO and cp production can 

be seen. In addition the curve shows a particle with mass of 

about 1250 MeV (“B”) being produced with roughly the same cross 

section as the cp. The solid curve is a least squares fit to the 

data assuming YC’, p”, , Cp and the “8” meson in addition to a 

smoothly varying amount of background. The relative contributions 

are indicated In the figure. 

Fig. 19: Shown are the results of a mass search In the region 

of missing mass squared of 1.5 (GeV) 
2 

to 4 (GeV) 
2 

for 



t - -.2 (GeV/c12. Plotted is the proton yield per hodoscope 

element per 1011 E.Q. as a function of missing mass squared for 

end-point energies of the hremsstrahlung spectrum of 17.8 and 

16 GeV respectively. The structure seen in these curves was due 

to low energy single n’,production. The upper scale shows the 

photon energy responsible for s.ingle go production. The prominent 

bumps are associated with the third and fourth resonances. The 

subtraction between the two properly normalized yfeld curves then 

corresponds to reactions initiated by photons between 17.8 and 

16 GeV. The result of this subtraction is shown in the figure on 

an expanded scale. The solid line is a least squares fit of a 

straight line to the data. 
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